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About This Content

“The oldest and strongest emotion of mankind is fear, and the oldest and strongest kind of fear is fear of the unknown.”-H.P.
Lovecraft

H.P. Lovecraft is the founding father of modern horror, and nobody has been able to plumb the raw, emotional, fear-filled
depths of the human psyche the way he has. A mere glimpse of a Lovecraftian monster is enough to shatter the minds of all but
the most mentally stalwart. And now it is your turn to terrorize players with the horrors of the Eldritch gods and the unspeakable

beyond.

 This pack contains:

32 Tilesets (interiors, exteriors, and even tiles for the outer worlds where the ancient ones come from)

238 Spritesheets (4 and 8 direction walking animations, running animations, poses and downs, animated objects, doors,
and more!)

32 Character busts, 32 character faces, 32 full character portraits

4 Cutscene images, 4 Game-Over images

50 Front-View Battlers, 50 Side-View Battlers
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38 Animated Side-View battlers (including all of the monsters! Check out the example video!)

11 Battlebacks/parallax images

8 High-Quality, looping .ogg tracks by Elija Mills
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Title: RPG Maker VX Ace - Mythos Horror Resource Pack
Genre: Design & Illustration, Web Publishing
Developer:
PVGames
Publisher:
Degica
Release Date: 22 Oct, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7 (32-bit/64-bit)

Processor:Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Memory:512 MB RAM

Graphics:1024 x 768 pixels or higher desktop resolution

Hard Drive:400 MB HD space

English,French,German
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These graphics are great and there a lot of options available. The amount of different poses in each sprite opens up a lot of
doors.

One thing to note though, none of these graphics match the style of the RTP at all so if you plan on using this resource it's going
to be difficult to accumpany it with anything else unless you make additional graphics yourself.. The graphic side of this is sick!
Lots of useable assets if you want some unholy abominations and interesting-looking humans to creep people out. It has sprite
sets for each battler. The BGMs are slow and mostly ambient- good if you want to just set a creeping horror, and work perfectly
if you want to stay true to Lovecraftian style.. This is a pretty decent pack, but it's a really different style from the default
tilesets and other dlc tilesets. It's not a bad pack at all! Just not really good if you're planning on combining tilesets; you'd have to
do the entire game in this tileset.
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